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To: Tandy Walker <tandyw@flash.net>
Subject: 15 PT-19 - Major Wing Structure Setback

Fairchild PT-19 Military Trainer
August 6, 2012

Yesterday evening as I went to bed I feeling quite pleased with the way the two wing panels had gone
together to produce an accurate dihedral joint. However, this morning I discovered a major error!
Before starting to reinforce the dihedral joint, I placed the fuselage frame onto the wing’s center
section for a trial fit as shown below.

It suddenly became crystal clear that the wing’s center section was too narrow to let the wing slide up
onto the fuselage’s frame. As you can see in this close up, the wing’s root ribs lie directly under the
fuselage wing saddle supports %$#@*&.
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It is always kind of embarrassing to talk about your “dumb” mistakes, but then that is all part of
modeling I guess. This screw up mainly occurred because I did not incline the W1 root rib outward at the
wing’s dihedral angle, which resulted in the narrowness at top of the root rib. I am ashamed to say this
was clearly pointed out in a note on the kit plans which I did not read! :O< The note also said to incline
the W2 rib outward at the wing’s dihedral angle so that the landing gear would be aligned vertically when
installed. Secondly, each side of the center section was cut ~ 1/16” short as shown below (semi-span
should be 17-1/2”).

Once I discovered the problem this morning, my “knee jerk” reaction was to simply abandon the whole
project. Then after thinking about it a while, I considered just trashing the wing and starting over.
However after recovering from the shock of my error and in an attempt to save most of the work I have
put in on this wing, it seems prudent to try to separate the wing at the center section, add “stubs” to
each side of the center section’s LE, TE, and spars to widen the center section, recut the LE, TE, and
spars to the proper length and angle, and then glue the wing’s dihedral joint back together again.

The controlling distance measured to the outside edges of the fuselage frame wing saddle is 2-10/32” as
shown below. Now if an additional 1/32” is added for some clearance (2-11/32” ~ 2.344”), then the
distance (D) from the outside edge of the fuselage frame wing saddle to the wing’s center line is 2.344/2
= 1.172”.
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The wing’s center section spar lengths Lt and Lb are measured from inside the W1 root rib to the wing’s
center line. The wing’s center section geometry shown below is used to calculate center section spar
lengths Lt and Lb as follows:

Lt = Dt/Cos a = 1.172/Cos(9.76) = 1.189 ~ 1.19”
X = 0.875 * Sin(9.76) = 0.148”
Db = Dt + X = 1.172 + 0.148 = 1.320”
Lb = Db/Cos a = 1.320/Cos(9.76) = 1.340 ~ 1.34”

So this afternoon, I will start to proceed to separate the wing at the center section, add “stubs” to each
side of the center section’s LE, TE, and spars to widen the center section, recut the LE, TE, and spars to
the proper length and angle, and then glue the wing’s dihedral joint back together
again……………………………….Tandy

Tandy C. Walker
3602 Lynnwood Drive
Arlington, TX 76013-1120 USA
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